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The President’s – PRATTLE
The long weekend in June sees us run on the 1st Sunday from Niana and on the Monday from
Wilson Park. This weekend is usually very busy especially on the Monday. All those that can come
along and help out on both days will be most welcome. Any one that can help out at AMRA please
contact Craig or your Secretary. All hands that come along will help make the weekend a great
success.
Your committee at a meeting a few months ago pasted a resolution that a sinlge membership will
be able to keep one locomotive at the club and a family membership can keep two locomotives at
the club when room is available and with the consent of the committee. Other special arrangements
have been made with some members. Members can apply to the Secretary for your individual
needs to be considered by your committee.
The last Niana run day was held as a steam fest run day and weekend. The day was a huge
success with very good public support being one of our busiest run days for some time. Thanks to
Craig and Damelsa for their contribution toward the day and every one that came along and helped
out.
The contractors working on behalf of our land lords have finished refurbishing the area between
Hume and Fern Road. The area is a lot better with the levelling and re-alignment of the track at
Fern Road. Thanks to the Wednesday team for replacing the track in this area. It is expected to be
in service in the next few weeks.
As always, we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm
and their dedication to the club and its members. Thanks boys and girls, keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
Mike Crean.

From the TREASURER (his “ramblings”)
Steam Fest
Steam Fest was a huge success and Craig is to be congratulated for organising it along with
everyone else who was involved. The social running on the Sat was relaxing and enjoyable along
with pizza and night running. Sunday had its moments with both Elisabeth and my engine failing
early on in the day. There were some other problems, some which can be sorted for next year and
others beyond our control on the day. We started running at 10 45 am and were kept busy to at
least 2 30 pm which has not happened for a long time and the Canteen ladies were the busiest
they had been for some years.
Two areas that engine owners need to be better at is having engines in steam and ready to go
before 11am. The other thing is members taking time off for lunch at 12. I don’t think it is too much
to expect on a busy day for members to have a bite to eat on the run if you are hungry by 12. At
the very least not before 1 pm unless there are of course a medical reason to do so. It makes it
very difficult for the D O to keep things running smoothly when we are very busy.
Ladies Toilets
There were again problems with the ladies loos. A lot of work was done less that 12 months ago
but unfortunately roots had found there way down into the pipe from the tank to the leach drain
which was not picked up last time, so stopping the flow of water from the tank. A small digger was
hired and the pipe dug out as far as the leach drain. A new pipe was installed and sealed around
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the tank with new I O and this time two large retic boxes where put in so we can get to the I O in
the pipe and remove any blockage in the future without all the digging.
Wilson Station No 2 road
Craig, Julian Cross, John Smith, Les Smith, Ethan and Jamie helped slew No 2road closer to the
platform edge. There was enough give in the track to allow this. This will stop the possibility of
passengers rolling their ankles on the side of the platform when getting in and out of carriages. It
should also keep the rain off a bit more and stop blue metal getting on the platform as well.
Tree roots and Cheese knobs
Bernie has been refurbishing more point levers in the yard and also removed part of the big tree
roots under the track. He would be one of the few who was a member at the time they were planted
so some would say its only right he cuts the root back ☺ .he has also painted the different sides of
the knobs black and white but who knows what the white and black represents ? Great job Bernie.
(WHITE is going to the RIGHT Roger! Ed.)

Mowing, Gardens & Weeds
The new lawn mower has proved itself cutting the grass more evenly and faster and Les’s efforts
of fertilizing the picnic area has also helped. Dion used the mower and has shown willingness to
use it again .It is easy to use and dare I say fun too. If members wish to help with mowing just ask
me for a quick demo or even Dion on how to use it. The old mower is now just a small tractor and
with the trailer proving to be very useful.
Les has done a great job in the last two years planting and tending to natives on the ballast train
storage bunker as well as some other areas. Of course with plant growth also come the problems
of weeds. ( If you cant grow weeds nothing else will grow ) It takes only a few minutes to pull out
weeds when you see them especially now the ground is soft from rains. They are a bit like litter if
you see them stop and pull them up even if they are just left in a pile to rot away.
Rubbish Bins
Two years ago we were asked by the Christen Brothers to have a couple of bins by the river so
mostly the fishermen had somewhere to put their rubbish. Some may think the fishermen are bit of
a nuisance but they have every right to be there and they are a good deterrent for vandals. This
has proved to work very well but the bins have to be regularly emptied. Our good friend Stork along
with others when asked do this at times unpleasant job all help and although Stork may still be
young, he is not as fit as he once was, so when you see a bin full especially in the “breeze way”
don’t just walk away and leave it for others to empty. If its too much for one then ask someone to
give you a hand. Stork will give you new plastic bags to go in the bin of the right size.
Brakes
Les, Richard and new member Terry Skinner continue to make progress on fitting braking systems
to our six car consists some set up for use with both air and steam. With different types of bogies
this has meant a certain amount of individual fitting which of course takes far more time. There
have also been modifications to make coupler heights all the same to comply with AALS standards
as well as strengthening for draw bars and the like. Air lines are being permanently fitted to the
Loco ends of consists and a retaining socket for the end to fit into when not in use. When putting
consists away please make sure the air- line is fitted properly into its storage position and not left
to drag along the ground.
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SECURITY
Doors are still not being locked and as I’ve said before if you are not going to lock a door then leave
it open. If it is open then there is a very good chance it will be seen by whoever is the last to leave.
There have also been times when members have locked the doors but not set the alarm. This
means that someone has to drive to the clubrooms and make sure everything is secure and set
the alarm. This is both time consuming and to be honest unacceptable and careless .Security is
every KEY HOLDERS responsibility.
Club Lathe
Tool bits are still being left broken in their holders and are being used while broken to the point that
part of the holder is worn away. This is just unacceptable. If members using the lathe do not know
what they are doing then either stop using it, or at the very least just ask someone that does.There
are new tips in the cupboard on the right under the lathe and if there are none left then put it on the
board or send me a msg so that new ones can be bought.
John Millman 2-4-2
I have sold my steam engine to new member Terry Skinner. This may surprise some members but
it is good that it will stay at CMR at least for some time and members will now no longer have to be
nice to me to have a drive ☺

From the SECRETARY
Sad News. For those who may not read the newspaper, we note the passing away of two previous
members, Brenton England and George McKay. Brenton was very active down at Bunbury but had
an affliction that caused a painful demise. George was not active having been confined to the use
of a walking frame. Fortunately, we have his grandson, Julian Cross, with us who is making a
sterling effort to continue where George left off……complete with George’s old overalls!
Wagons with brake modifications for steam or air now have flexible hoses suited for steam use.
These are coloured blue and have a red (silicone) interior. The rating is for 177deg C (saturated
steam at 100psi is 170deg C.) Drivers are hence notified that any application of steam braking
should not be left “holding” for any length of time. Provision has been made to bleed condensate
from the system before reverting the train back to air operation.
Members are to note that if there is a problem with the rear parking brake when tested prior to
running that that member has the responsibility to take action such as top-up the hydraulic fluid
and not leave a verbal message for the attention of somebody else.
If any member wants some “free” paving slabs, please view the sample in the “breeze-way”.
The following photographs show Jamie and Etham supervising the WILSON track shift whilst John
Smith gets “technical”……tough luck Jamie, this photo did not make the cover! NOW….. we had
“royalty” visit on the last WILSON run-day. Shown is the grand-daughter of Jack Stanbridge with
“newish” great-grand son. Who enjoyed it most?
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Rod Bradley…..our cover photo.
Rod is one of our “newer” members and comes from Sydney, NSW and joined us about 6months
before the 2009 AALS Convention. He was lucky to be allowed to join as on his first visit almost,
accidently, stepped onto the new concrete vehicle access crossing just completed by the club.
Fortunately, Stork was on guard, and he seems to have left an impression on Rod to this day.
Rod knew little of the club before joining but was familiar with the “Belcher” name primarily
through the AMRA June train display at the show-ground.
Rod explains that he came “west” in 2002 because of love, as his wife joined her ship based out
of HMAS Stirling. We thank Lili for her disciplined approach as he has fitted in well to CMR. Lili
also dispenses a mean coffee from our canteen on her rostered Sundays.
Rod has an Electrical / Electronics Engineering degree with “honours” from the University of
NSW (Sydney) and thus makes up a team of three “competent” engineers in our association. He
now specialises in ship maintenance and repair as part of an Alliance developed to support the
ANZAC Class frigates, most of which sail out of HMAS Stirling in WA. Rod has worked in the
ship sustainment environment since arriving in the west in 2002.
He does have a model 1865 Baldwin 4-4-0 steamer that is currently off-site. His interest in woodwork as a hobby stands him well to help us out, but then there are the mechanical aspects of
fitting the new brake arrangement to Comet Vale in-between a little track work. He is now a
welcomed first-time committee member. We just have to persuade him to expand on his homeskilled gardening to CMR. Given that Rod and Lili live on a few acres south of Perth does mean
tough decisions need to be made some weekends as to whether Castledare or yard maintenance
is the winner.
Rod takes on the position of Duty Officer from time to time in a very professional manner, but as
he said, he loves the fellowship, team-work and learning that comes with CMR from the very
diverse membership of the club, and, the many stories told by members with years of experience
in both local industry and train operation in WA…….and, Stork seems to have forgiven him. We
are thankful that he and Lili have joined.
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June CALENDAR 2017
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

1

2

3

4

Clean-up

NIANA Run
Day

9

10

11

Comm.
Meeting

General
Work &
Track

Member’s
Run Day

16

17

18

Work-shop
with PIZZA

Clean-up

WILSON Run
Day

23

24

25

General
Work
Day

5

6

Wilson
Run Day
City of
Canning

12

7

8

General
Work
Day

13

14

15

General
Work
Day

19

20

21

22

General
Work
Day

26

27

28

General
Work
Day

29

30

General Work
Day
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Members at Work

Dion practices backing readying for a morning tea break and Julian in an artistic mood tries
to keep out of the rain.

Julian (again) in finer weather with Vic working on the relaying of FERN ROAD.
Tom’s tray-top does a lot of work for CMR.
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Bernie repairing point mechanism and in what looks like carnage. Bernie tries painting
whilst Terry prepares a lead wagon for dual braking (steam or air).

Tricia with a new toy…..a “Tinker-bell” commenced by Keith Watson and completed by
husband Richard who received advice and a little help from Luke Mills and Julian Cross.
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STEAM LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDER POSITION
Let us take a look at the above subject and how “things” developed but not quite to the ultimate
position as it was too late. To proceed to understand the following you may have to revert to your
early childhood and pretend to be a steam engine……you can forget making the sounds!
Hold your fore-arms horizontal out from your body and commence the pumping action and
gradually get faster and start to walk forward. Your shoulders should be trying to rotate and this is
the action of a steam loco moving along the tracks (shouldering). This action causes track damage
and engine wear to the point of frame fractures and often speed limits imposed. The wheels and
connecting rods can have rotational balance but it is the masses of the reciprocating parts that
cause a problem along with connecting rods that have one end rotating and the other end going
backwards and forwards. Let us go back to the early 1800s.
The earliest steamers had low pressure and large pistons that went up and down working beams
and other mechanisms and with only two axles would have had vertical reactions such as pitching
when running along and hence names like “Leaping Leana” evolved. Then along came Stevenson
with a higher pressure boiler and his mistake. His engine was meant to have a rotary device on the
axle but this was a problem and so he reverted quickly to two small cylinders at about 45deg on
the smoke box sides. This got things going!
As locomotives became larger it was practical and good engineering to place the cylinders into one
casting between the frames. This kept the reciprocating masses close together and reduces
shouldering. With low mileage and low power, maintenance was not an issue. Hence the British
love of the 0-6-0 types. The gap between the engine frames thus limited cylinder diameter. So, we
now move to larger cylinders on the outside. The English soon ran into problems with passenger
platforms and thus higher mounted cylinders at an angle or one or two cylinders fitted between the
frames. The four cylinder engines had the outside cylinder “paired” with adjacent inner 180deg out
of phase and thus simplified the valve gear to use a rocking lever and with the pistons moving in
opposite directions, the shouldering motions of the engine were constrained.
The French tried another return crank separate from that of the valve gear and actuated a
pendulum lever alongside of the cross-head and hung a weight on it. This weight or mass moved
180deg out of phase with the pistons thus achieving some form of reciprocating balance.
One can imagine the huge American compound Mallet types with up to 48inch dia pistons on the
lead engine unit that were described as “thrashing” machines. More later on this.
Enter the Russians with at least four serious attempts with “opposed” piston developments as
shown on the diagrams following. The second machine was a cab-forward with a gas producing
tender. The gas was used in lieu of diesel injection. This had a complicated drive mechanism.
The first and third were a version of the British Kitson-Still loco (that ran on the then LMS) where
diesel fuel was injected and has been described as a complete disaster. The fourth did not get
very far either although being steam only. Note… the Chinese “played” with a gas producing
tender for fuel around 1989 but in the end, crews refused to drive it.
Next month we will see into what the Germans tried and finally the American “divided drives” and
the possibility from all of this…..but, by the 1960s steam was out of fashion. You can stop
pretending to be a steam, engine now and give your arms a rest.
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Our members also have other
model rail interests and Curtis
shows off his new AUSCISION
locomotive trailing their CQBY
container wagons. We may in the
future feature what other
members do…..from N gauge to O
clock-work to 16mm and G.
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Thanks to AUSCISION and their support.

We would like to thank the support from the below
Local Businesses:

204 Collier Road,
Bayswater WA 6053

S.O.S Steinmeier Oxy
Services
92a Beechboro Rd S, Bayswater, WA, 6053
Possibly the Most Awesome Hose
and Fittings Shop in the Entire
World!
U8/2 Carson Road, Malaga WA 6090

Carlisle WA 6101

57 Baile Road, Canning Vale Western
Australia 6155
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